The Humanities MA at U of L presents a focused and flexible curriculum and the possibility to choose among three career tracks:

**Interdisciplinary Humanities**
For students oriented toward scholarly or creative interdisciplinary work, who might consider pursuing graduate studies at the doctoral level.

**Linguistics and the Humanities**
For students with an interest in understanding both language structure and language’s mediating role in society and the arts through rigorous, interdisciplinary coursework in linguistics, language sciences, and the humanities.

**Public Humanities**
For students interested in bringing the ideas of academic debate into the public sphere. It is ideal for professionals, as well as for students interested in our joint degrees: JD/MAHUM program (in collaboration with the Law School) or MA/MBA program (in collaboration with the School of Business).

- The Program requires 30-33 credit hours of coursework and can be completed in one and a half years, with a Directed Study Project as a final product, or in two years, with a final thesis.
- A part-time study option is available for working students.
- No GRE required.

Visit our website: [louisville.edu/humanities/graduate/ma](louisville.edu/humanities/graduate/ma).

For more information about the program or about the admissions process, please contact: humma@louisville.edu